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Abstract The general problem of a loosely flowing erosive
granular jet undergoing impact with a compliant surface is
common in many manufacturing processes, and also in the
operating environment of a variety of machine parts. This
paper presents a three-dimensional, collision-driven discrete
particle simulation framework for investigating the dynamics
of a jet of erosive particles impacting a surface with a spec-
ified porosity and compliance. The framework is capable of
handling repeated collisions between incoming particles and
rebounding particles, and between particles and surfaces. It is
also capable of performing a coupled simultaneous calcula-
tion of sub-surface stresses in the material, assuming a certain
porosity. Well illustrated numerical examples are presented
with detailed analysis for investigations on the mechanics
and energetics of the interfering collisions in eroding jets
close to the target surface, on the effect of such interfer-
ence on the material erosion, and on the evolving stress lev-
els and potential damage zones under the action of impact.
Particularly, the assumption of considering first-order colli-
sions between oncoming and rebounding jet particles is re-
examined. The influence of repeated collisions on energy
transferred to the surface was found to be significant under
conditions which involves high particle numbers or fluxes,
and also high degrees of inelasticity. The overall trends for
parametric variations were found to be in accordance with
reported trends in the literature.
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1 Introduction and background

In this work we focus on the general problem of a loosely
flowing erosive granular jet undergoing impact with a com-
pliant surface. This is a problem of interest in many industrial
applications involving solid particle erosion, where durabil-
ity of an engineered coating against erosive wear is to be
investigated. This is also an important aspect for a range of
industrial processes such as shot peening, blast cleaning, and
abrasive finishing. The central idea behind all these processes
is to accelerate a stream of particles and launch the stream
towards a target surface. The general problem of erosive
material removal due to a particle impact has been addressed
in the classical works by Finnie [17], Bitter [5], and Hutch-
ings et al. [26] amongst others. In all such investigations,
the impact energy carried by the particle, the impingement
angle, and particle dimensions and properties were correlated
with measured values of eroded material for a single parti-
cle impact. In a recent work, Oka et al. [40] extend this idea
to provide a more generalized correlation equation for pre-
dicting erosive wear. Interestingly, the trends in erosive wear
observed from impact due to a stream of particles are some-
what different as compared to individual particle impact—as
reported by Uemois and Kleis [48], who commented on a
non-linear dependence of erosion rate on mass concentra-
tion of impacting particle streams. The observed maximum
wear for single particle impacts would be at normal inci-
dence, while that for a flowing stream of particles was found
to be at an intermediate angle. While similar observations
have been made by other investigators in the field, the com-
plicated dependence of the behavior of the impacting stream
on a wide range of parameters make it difficult to construct
a predictive model for the same.

As the particles impacting the surface reflect back and
start interacting with the oncoming stream of particles, the
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impact energy due to the oncoming particles get significantly
altered. Andrews and Horsfield [2] have presented a calcula-
tion of collision frequencies amongst particles in the vicinity
of a target surface, and correlated those with observed col-
lisions from a sand-blasting experiment. A similar analysis
has been presented in the work by Anand et al. [1], where a
simple model for calculating the fraction of non-colliding
particles reaching the target surface was presented. Their
work was based on the assumption of only first-order col-
lisions between incoming and reflected particles, and any
particle having collided with the surface was assumed to not
affect the erosion process again. Using the model, an expo-
nential dependence of erosion rate on flux of erosive parti-
cles impacting the surface was obtained. Both these mod-
els make a range of assumptions regarding the dynamics of
the colliding system of eroding particles. In a more recent
work, Burzynski and Papini [7] provide a comparative analy-
sis of the models, and extended the derivation to include
a broader range of parameters. This was further modified
in a later, more recent work by Burzynski and Papini [8]
where non-uniform spatial distribution of particles, and their
velocities were also included. The analysis of the interfer-
ence effect was also performed using a three-dimensional
event-driven particle dynamics simulation framework devel-
oped by Ciampini et al. [13,14]. In this work, a broad range of
parametric studies were presented on the amount of power
arriving at the target surface due to the particle jet in the
presence of interfering collisions—the conclusions being
further advanced in their subsequent works (for example,
see Gomes-Ferreira et al. [19]). The computer-model incor-
porated a broader range of system parameters and stream
geometries, and a detailed discussion of the implications of
these system parameters on erosive wear was provided as
well. Experimental investigations using a gas-blast appara-
tus that addresses the issue of mass flux in erosive particle
jets has been presented by Shipway and Hutching [45]. In
a similar work Oka et al. [39] have presented experimental
data on flux effects in sand-blasting applications.

The broad range of available data demonstrate a strong
dependence of erosion performance on the interference
effect. While available models and simulation frameworks
mentioned herein have been able to address many questions
related to the mechanics of the interfering collisions, the com-
plex nature of the repeated collisions between the oncom-
ing and reflected particles, and repeated collisions between
a particle and the target surface (owing to interactions with
the oncoming stream) have not been taken into account. In
Ciampini et al. [14], the particle collisions have also been
assumed to be frictionless. This was shown to have minor
effect on the system performance at moderate fluxes, how-
ever in general one cannot assume that to be the case for
a broader range of particle mass-flux or number densities—
since with repeated collisions, the frictional energy losses can

end up becoming significant. Furthermore, there has not been
much attempts to create computer simulation models that can
interface the dynamics of the particle stream to calculating
stresses within the material continuum of the target surface.
Individual projectile impacts on a target surface have been
studied in much computational detail using finite element
method in the works by Ramanujam and Nakamura [43],
Camacho and Ortiz [9], and Chen et al. [11] amongst others.
However, detailed sub-surface stress calculations coupled
with simultaneous multi-particle impacts have not received
such wide attention. Insights into the transformation of the
energy contained by the impacting stream into sub-surface
stresses is valuable for understanding process details—for
example, sub-surface stress levels in shot-peening. Interfac-
ing such detailed numerical models for the sub-surface mate-
rial with a discrete particle simulation will end up becoming
a computationally intensive task.

The focus of the present work is to illustrate the develop-
ment of a computer simulation framework based on a three-
dimensional discrete element based model to simulate the
impact of a stream of loosely flowing particles (of varying
particle number densities) upon a compliant surface having
a porous micro-structure. The framework developed will not
be based on any assumptions on the number of collisions
between particles, or between particle and target surface—
thereby allowing for capturing repeated collisions and their
effect on the performance of the erodent particles. The appli-
cations of interest involve highly inertial particles accelerated
to high velocities and shot towards the target surface, with
particle densities being much higher compared to the sur-
rounding gas. The particle momentum response time-scale
is therefore much higher compared to the time-scale within
which the particle stream interacts with the target surface.
Thus the surrounding air/gas plays a minimal role given the
high inertia and momentum, and gas–particle interactions
have been neglected in the study. The framework will also
include a coupled calculation of sub-surface stresses using
simple estimates obtained from a superposition of individ-
ual particle impact loads. This allows for a visualization of
the time-varying sub-surface stress distribution during the
course of the impact of the stream. The organization of the
paper is as follows: Sect. 2 describes the models for particle–
particle and particle–surface contact interactions, and mod-
els for stress estimation; Sect. 3 outlines the assembly of
the simulation framework and resolves some implementation
details; Sect. 4 presents sample simulation results depicting
the jet dynamics for various configurations, the estimated
sub-surface stresses and damage levels, and the role of the
microstructure on the stress levels; Sect. 5 illustrates the util-
ity of the framework in understanding various aspects of the
interference effects for erosive jets; followed by some con-
cluding remarks in Sect. 1. We remark here that the work
presented in this paper is part of an ongoing effort towards
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Dynamics and interference effects of an erosive granular jet 233

developing a research-purpose software simulation library
for discrete particle simulations.

2 Modeling

2.1 A brief overview of contact interaction models

The principal governing physical interactions for the dynam-
ics of the particle streams are the particle–particle and
particle–surface contact interactions. Owing to the under-
lying rigidity of the individual particles that comprise the
erosive streams, these systems are collisionally dominant.
There exist a wide range of approaches for characterizing
the force between contacting bodies, and a comprehensive
review of all the approaches will be beyond the scope of the
current work. The interested reader is referred to the clas-
sical work of Johnson [27], and the extensive reviews on
contact force models presented by Poschel and Schwager
[42], and Shafer et al. [44]. A commonly used approach is
to characterize the contact force between two bodies based
on a geometric overlap that characterizes the contact defor-
mation. For two spherical bodies of radii R1 and R2 (located
at r1 and r2 respectively), this overlap is easily estimated
by δn = (R1 + R2) − ‖r1 − r2‖. Obviously for negative
values for δn , there is no contact occurring between the two
bodies—which forms a direct check for contact detection.
Perhaps the most fundamental of these models is the Hertzian
model for normal contact (see Hertz [24] and Johnson [27]),
which relates the normal contact force magnitude to the nor-
mal contact overlap as:

fn = 4

3

√
RE∗δ3/2

n = Knδ
3/2
n (1)

where 1/R = 1/R1+1/R2, and the effective elasticity E∗ is

defined as 1
E∗ =

1−ν2
1

E1
+ 1−ν2

2
E2

, where ν1,ν2 and E1,E2 denote
the Poisson’s ratio and elasticity of the contacting particles.
Similar to Hertz’s approach, Mindlin [31] proposed a model
for the tangential compliance during elastic contact, from
which the tangential force can be calculated using tangential
overlap δt as:

ft = 8rc

(
2− ν1

G1
+ 2− ν2

G2

)−1

δt = Ktδt (2)

where rc is the radius of the contact region between the two
bodies, and G1,G2 denote the shear modulus of the parti-
cles. Similar models have also been presented by Walton
and Braun [52], Vu-Quoc and Zhang [50], Haff and Werner
[20], Cundall and Strack [15], and Poschel and Schwager
[42] amongst others. More recently, contact force models
including plastic deformation effects have been presented by
Vu-Quoc et al. [49], and Zhang and Vu-Quoc [55], where the
force-based formulation presented in the former has been

further validated experimentally in the work by Plantard and
Papini [41]. The implementation of these models in a com-
puter simulation framework for resolving the particle dynam-
ics requires the numerical time-steps to be lesser than the
total duration of the contact. While this is required for phys-
ically correct representations of systems with enduring con-
tacts (with contact-durations comparable to the characteristic
time-scales of the particle system), for collisionally dom-
inant systems with non-enduring contacts of significantly
small durations, this may lead to stringent requirements on
the numerical time-step sizes.

Alternatively, a direct pairwise balance of linear and angu-
lar momenta for a collection of contacting particles can be
used to derive an estimate of the contact forces. This approach
has been used for flowing particulate media in the works of
Zohdi et al. (see Zohdi [58], Arbelaez et al. [3], Arbelaez et
al. [4], and Zohdi [59] for details). For applications involv-
ing dynamic systems of particles undergoing non-enduring
contacts, this provides a theoretically consistent estimate of
the contact interactions. Furthermore, this approach does not
require an explicit force deformation relation to be evalu-
ated and integrated over the duration of the contact—thereby
relaxing the restrictions on the time-step sizes to be lesser
than contact duration. Hence, for the present work a momen-
tum balance formulation has been employed.

2.2 Particle–particle contact model

In order to outline the expressions for the forces obtained
using a direct balance of momenta, we refer to the schematic
representations of inter-particle and particle–surface contacts
as presented in Fig. 1. For particle–particle collisions, we
define normal vectors for the pairwise collisions as follows:

n̂ j i = r j − ri

‖ r j − ri ‖ (3)

where ri denotes the center of mass position vector for parti-
cle i , and n̂i j can be defined similarly. Assuming the particles
are idealized to be rigid (that is, any contact deformations that
occur are neither permanent nor significant as compared to
the particle dimensions), the velocities at the point of contact
for particle i—denoted hereafter as vpi —can now be written
as:

vpi = vi + ωi × (Ri n̂ j i ) (4)

where vi and ωi denote the particle center of mass velocity,
and angular velocity respectively, and vpj can be defined
similarly. The relative velocity at the point of contact can now
be defined as vrel = vpj − vpi . Using the relative velocity
at the contact point, the direction of tangential slip can be
characterized by a unit vector t̂i j , as follows:
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Fig. 1 Schematic of a typical particle–particle contact configuration
(top) and particle–surface contact configuration (right) used to derive
the collisional interactions using a balance of linear and angular
momenta

t̂i j = vrel − (vrel · n̂i j )n̂i j

‖ vrel − (vrel · n̂i j )n̂i j ‖ (5)

Assuming that the particles undergo collision over the
interval [t, t + δt], the pairwise linear momentum balance
for the colliding particles over this collision duration δt can
now be written as:

mi vi (t + δt)− mi vi (t) = 〈Fc
i 〉δt + 〈Fe

i 〉δt (6)

m j v j (t + δt)− m j v j (t) = 〈Fc
j 〉δt + 〈Fe

j 〉δt (7)

where 〈Fc
j 〉δt = ∫ t+δt

t Fc
i dt , and 〈Fe

j 〉δt = ∫ t+δt
t Fe

i dt
denote the averaged impulse due to the forces over the col-
lision duration, and Fc

i and Fe
i denote the contact force and

external, non-contact forces acting on particle i respectively.
Since the collision durations δt are assumed to be much
smaller than the numerical time-step Δt (say), we assume
that variations in δt amongst particles will have a negligi-
ble effect on the system dynamics. Hence all particle pairs
are assumed to have the same δt . Additionally the vectors

n̂i j , and t̂i j are also assumed to be constant over this small
duration. Note that these assumptions will be consistent for
collisionally dominant particulate systems, but for systems
with enduring contacts where the contact deformations are
explicitly tracked over the contact duration, these would no
longer be true. Hence the formulations presented here are
suited for collisionally driven particulate systems as men-
tioned earlier.

While the contact deformations are assumed negligible,
in reality the work done by the mechanical forces within the
bulk of the contact particles owing to any inelastic deforma-
tions leads to a dissipation of energy. This inelastic effect
needs to be included in the system dynamics, and can be
accounted for using the restitution coefficient (e). Decom-
posing the overall contact event into a compression phase
where particles approach each other, followed by a recovery
phase where particles recede from each other, the restitu-
tion coefficient (e) can be defined as the ratio between the
normal contact impulse during recovery phase to that during
compression phase. Assuming further that the total contact
force for the pairwise collision on particle i can be written as
Fc

i = fni n̂i j + fti t̂i j , and performing some algebra the total
normal contact force can be written as follows:

〈 fni 〉δt = 1+ e

mi + m j

[
mi 〈Fe

jn〉Cδt1 − m j 〈Fe
in〉Cδt1

]

− (1+ e)mi m j

mi + m j

[
vin(t)− v jn(t)

]
(8)

where we have vin = vi · n̂i j , v jn = v j · n̂i j , 〈Fe
jn〉Cδt1 =∫ t+δt1

t Fe
j · n̂i j dt , and 〈Fe

in〉Cδt1 =
∫ t+δt1

t Fe
i · n̂i j dt . The

interval [t, t + δt1] denote the compression phase of the col-
lision duration, hence the subscript C is employed for the
averaged impulses over the duration δt1 as defined herein.
Alternative derivations of restitution coefficients for discrete
element simulations have also been presented by Brilliantov
et al. [6], and Muller and Poschel ([33] and [35]) amongst
other works. The contact impulse can now be plugged back in
to the linear momentum balance equations to get the respec-
tive post collisional velocity updates as follows:

mivin(t + δt) = mivin(t)

+ 1+ e

mi + m j

[
mi 〈Fe

jn〉Cδt1 − m j 〈Fe
in〉Cδt1

]

− (1+ e)mi m j

mi + m j

[
vin(t)− v jn(t)

]+ 〈Fe
in〉δt (9)

m jv jn(t + δt) = m jv jn(t)

− 1+ e

mi + m j

[
mi 〈Fe

jn〉Cδt1 − m j 〈Fe
in〉Cδt1

]

+ (1+ e)mi m j

mi + m j

[
vin(t)− v jn(t)

]+ 〈Fe
jn〉δt (10)
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For the tangential component of the contact impulses, the
momentum balance in t̂i j [see Eq. (5)] can be used along
with a Coulomb stick-slip criteria, to derive expressions for
the impulse. The inherent discontinuity of the stick-slip law
can lead to mathematical complications, thereby requiring
rigorous numerical techniques to handle such a model within
the rigid body assumption for contact force calculation. An
extensive review of the techniques available can be found in
Stewart [46]. The latest developments, as discussed in the
review, incorporate the idea of impulsive forces in rigid body
dynamics, as measures of distributions instead, and the idea
of combining rigid body contact problems with an area of
convex analysis called the linear complementarity problem
(for mathematical foundations of the method see the text by
Murty [36]). However, the implementation of such a formu-
lation into the time-discretized motion equations for a system
of particles can be a complex task, as discussed by Stewart
[46]. For systems of flowing particles with non-enduring con-
tacts the system behavior is not significantly dependent on
the exact stick-slip nature of the contact friction, as opposed
to more static, enduring contacts (see for example the discus-
sion by Duran [16], and Poschel and Schwager [42]). There-
fore, for the applications of interest in this paper, the exact
determination of stick-slip friction in an impulse-momentum
balance type contact formulation can be replaced by a sim-
ple regularization of the discontinuous Coulomb friction law.
Such regularized friction models can lead to robust numerical
methods for integrating the motion equations. Discussions on
the models for regularized Coulomb friction can be found in
the works by Oden and Pires [38], and by Wriggers [54], and
in general, the friction force can be given by (for particle i):

〈 fti 〉 = μR (
vslip,t

) ‖ fni ‖ (11)

where vslip,t is the tangential slip velocity between the par-
ticles at the point of contact which can be estimated as
vslip,t = vrel · t̂i j , and R (

vslip,t
)

is a regularization function
that approximates the discontinuity of the stick-slip criteria.
A commonly used form of the regularization function R can
be given as follows:

R1
(
vslip,t

) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
−1 ∀vslip,t < −ε
vslip,t

2ε
∀ − ε ≤ vslip,t ≤ ε

1 ∀vslip,t > ε

(12)

where ε is a regularization parameter, and smaller values
of this parameter lead to better approximations of the stick-
slip friction law. The tangential velocity updates can now be
given using the tangential component momentum balance as
follows:

mivi t (t + δt) = mivi t (t)+ μR (
vslip,t

) ‖ fn ‖ δt

+ 〈Fe
it 〉δt (13)

m jv j t (t + δt) = m jv j t (t)− μR (
vslip,t

) ‖ fn ‖ δt

+ 〈Fe
jt 〉δt (14)

In order to balance the angular momenta, we define a third
unit vector ŝi j = n̂i j × t̂i j , to complete a triad. The total
angular momentum balance can now be written in terms of
components along ŝi j for the two bodies as follows:

Iiωis(t + δt) = Iiωis(t)− R〈 ft 〉δt + 〈Mis〉δt

= Iiωis(t)− RμR (
vslip,t

) ‖ fn ‖ δt

+ 〈Mis〉δt (15)

I jω js(t + δt) = I jω js(t)− R〈 ft 〉δt + 〈M js〉δt

= I jω js(t)− RμR (
vslip,t

) ‖ fn ‖ δt

+ 〈M js〉δt (16)

where Mi , M j are external moments acting on the spheres,

and 〈Mis〉δt = ∫ t+δt
t Mi · ŝi j dt .

2.3 Particle–surface contact model

The contact interactions between a particle and a surface can
also be formulated using similar impulse-momentum balance
formulation. Assuming the surface description is known to
be in form of a mathematical representation F(x, y, z) =
0, it is possible to define a normal vector to the surface by
using the following definition (for the unit outward normal)
n̂ = − ∇F

‖∇F‖ . We consider a spherical particle approaching
this surface, and denote the point of contact with subscript
p, and center of mass with the subscript c (schematic shown
in Fig. 1). If the surface velocity vector is known to be vsurf ,
then the slip velocity at the point of contact can be obtained
as:

vslip =
(
vp − vsurf

)− [(
vp − vsurf

) · n̂]
n̂ (17)

following which, the direction of tangential slip can be
defined as:

t̂ = vslip

‖ vslip ‖ (18)

From Fig. 1 the generic form of the contact force acting on the
particle can be now motivated to be Fc

i = fn n̂− ft t̂. Starting
from the balance of linear momentum for the particle over
the contact duration and using the definition of restitution
coefficient (e) as in the previous section, the final expression
for the normal force can be estimated as follows:

〈 fn〉δt = 〈 fn〉Cδt1 + 〈 fn〉R(δt − δt1)

= (1+ e)
[
mvsur f,n − mvcn(t)− 〈Fe

n 〉δt1
]

(19)

Plugging the expression for the total contact impulse into the
balance of linear momentum of the particle, the post impact
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Fig. 2 A schematic
representation of the translation
of impact loads and material
porosity into a simple
stress-calculation framework
over the material continuum
(color figure online)

normal velocity of the particle can be obtained as follows:

vcn(t + δt) = (1+ e)vsur f,n − evcn(t)

+ 1

m
〈Fe

n 〉R(δt − δt1)− e

m
〈Fe

n 〉Cδt1 (20)

The tangential force can be estimated using a regular-
ized friction model analogous to the case of particle particle
contact using Eq. (11). The tangential velocity updates can
then be obtained again using Eq. (13), and the updates to the
angular velocities due to the contact can be obtained using
Eq. (15).

2.4 Stress estimates

The contact forces can be translated into stresses in the sur-
face material, by considering the surface being impacted to
be a semi-infinite half-space, and considering the contact
forces to be applied surface tractions, as explained in the
schematic in Fig. 2. This is a good abstraction for cases
where the contact does not involve extensive deformations
as compared to the dimensions of the surface—which is
a reasonably good approximation for erosive wear of sur-
faces under impact by abrasive particles. Semi-analytical
solutions for the sub-surface stresses obtained using Boussi-
nesq potential functions for point and distributed tractions
on a semi-infinite elastic half-space are used for the applied
surface tractions. For the sake of a concise presentation the
detailed expressions for the solutions for stress components
are not outlined here but compiled in the Appendix. The
interested reader is referred to Johnson [27] for the details
of the derivation. A fully detailed analysis of the deforma-
tions and stresses would require a finite element type cal-
culation over a discretized mesh of the bulk of the particle–
surface combination—as found in Camacho and Ortiz [9]
and more recently in Ramanujam and Nakamura [43]. The
general form of the expressions for the stress components σi j

at a sub-surface location x due to contact at a location xcon

with contact force Fc is as follows:

σi j = σi j
(
x; xcon, Fc, material properties

)
(21)

This form can be used now to construct the stresses due to
multiple impacts and at multiple locations within the material
by superposition (see Fig. 2 for a schematic of a grid-based
calculation for the same). We remark here, that in case a
Hertzian type model is used for resolving the particle contact,
instead of the impulse based model outlined here—similarly
derived explicit expressions for Hertzian tractions distributed
over the contact area between a sphere and a half-space will
need to be employed (see Hamilton [21]).

2.5 Material properties of the porous layer

The presence of pores in the microstructure of the material
layer will lead to the material properties of the layer be spa-
tially variable parameters. An estimate of the material bulk
and shear moduli is necessary for calculating surface and sub-
surface stresses, and damage, due to the impact by the particle
stream. However, a direct numerical simulation to calculate
the spatially varying material properties is a computationally
expensive proposition. This is primarily because the under-
lying discretized computational mesh of the material layer
has to resolve the microstructure at the individual pore level,
leading thereby to an exceptionally fine mesh. Specifically
for the coupled framework of dynamic translation of parti-
cle impact forces into stresses that is being proposed here, a
fully discretized simulation for material properties therefore
adds much computational overhead. Therefore, it is advanta-
geous to use analytical estimates for the effective properties
of the porous material layer as a first-order approximation.
The central idea behind this is to use analytical, closed-form,
expressions for the upper and lower bounds of the effective
material properties, and then approximate the actual effec-
tive material property to be a combination of the bounds (see
Zohdi [56,57]). For this work, we use the property bounds
obtained from variational principles by Hashin and Shtrik-
man ([22,23]). For a two-phase material with volume frac-
tions v1, v2, bulk moduli κ1, κ2, and shear moduli μ1, μ2

(with κ2 > κ1, and μ2 > μ1), the lower and upper bounds
for the effective bulk modulus κ∗ as given by Hashin and
Shtrikman are as follows:
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κ∗,− := κ1 + v2
1

κ2−κ1
+ 3(1−v2)

3κ1+4μ1

(22)

κ∗,+ := κ2 + 1− v2
1

κ1−κ2
+ 3v2

3κ2+4μ2

(23)

κ∗,− ≤ κ∗ ≤ κ∗,+ (24)

and the lower and upper bounds for the shear modulus μ∗
are as follows:

μ∗,− := μ1 + v2
1

μ2−μ1
+ 6(1−v2)(κ1+2μ1)

5μ1(3κ1+4μ1)

(25)

μ∗,+ := μ2 + 1− v2
1

μ1−μ2
+ 6v2(κ2+2μ2)

5μ2(3κ2+4μ2)

(26)

μ∗,− ≤ μ∗ ≤ μ∗,+ (27)

For isotropic microstructure with isotropic effective prop-
erties, these bounds are the tightest provided no additional
micro-topological information is available. A reasonably
good approximation of the overall effective property can now
be constructed using a convex combination of the bounds as
follows:

κ∗ ≈ φκ∗,+ + (1− φ)κ∗,− (28)

μ∗ ≈ φμ∗,+ + (1− φ)μ∗,− (29)

where φ ∈ [0, 1]. In order to incorporate porosity of the
material layer as a micro structural variable, we assume that
the material is effectively a multi-phase composite, with the
pores and voids making up phase 1—such that κ1 = Cκ2,
and μ1 = Cμ2, where C is a very small number. This can be
plugged into Eqs. (22–26), and (28–29) to obtain the effective
mechanical properties of the porous material. It was found
from repeated numerical experimentation that the property
estimates are insensitive to changes in the value of C beyond
≈ 10−4. Clearly then the porosity(p) is going to be given by
p = v1, and we can plug in v2 = 1 − p in Eqs. (22), (23),
(25), and (26).

2.6 Damage equivalent stresses and a simple damage model

The characterization of damage due to particle erosion and
material removal has received much attention from both
experimental and modeling perspectives. The earlier works
by Finnie [17] and Bitter [5] characterized a series of erosive
wear phenomena, and for ductile and brittle materials, they
outlined the different causes of erosive wear. In a later work
on ceramic coatings, Nicholls et al. [37] further explored the
characterization of erosive material loss from these coatings
upon impact by particles. For brittle materials, Finnie [17]
described the mechanics of crack induced damage and the
propagation of circumferential ring cracks. For the current

example, we incorporate a simplified damage criteria based
on an appropriately defined equivalent stress. This is a non-
local form of characterizing the potential damage a particle
impact can induce and in order to do so, we define (as per the
discussions presented in the work by Lemaitre and Desmorat
[28]) the triaxiality function Rν as follows:

Rν = 2

3
(1+ ν)+ 3(1− 2ν)

(
σdil

σvm

)2

(30)

where σdil is the total dilatational stress, and σvm is the
Von Mises effective stress. The term Rν indicates the three-
dimensional distribution of the stresses, which is known to
substantially influence the inelastic deformations leading to
failure in a material. It relates to the strain energy den-
sity release rate (see Chaboche [10] and also Lemaitre and
Desmorat [28] for details on the derivations) thereby provid-
ing a thermodynamic basis for utilizing such a criteria. The
criteria for non-local damage can now be stated in terms of
an equivalent stress σeq that can be written as:

σeq = σvm

√
Rν ≥ σ0 (31)

where σ0 is an effective stress threshold, and can be set to be
the yield stress or ultimate stress depending on the kind of
material. In order to use this equivalent stress to estimate the
evolution of damage across the continuum of the material the
following variable is defined:

Π = σeq − σ0+ ‖ σeq − σ0 ‖
2σ0

(32)

This variable is a non-dimensional measure of an indicator
of damage initiation, and is zero for all cases where the equiv-
alent stress is lesser than the critical. The potential damage at
a certain location in the material continuum can be tracked by
the number of times during the simulation that Π > 0—that
is, by tracking the number of occurrences of high damage
equivalent stresses at a location. Mathematically speaking,
the damage model then can be given by:

D =
∑
grid

I(Π > 0) (33)

where I(Π > 0) is an indicator function whose value is unity
if the argument condition holds true, and zero otherwise. The
sum is done over a computational grid which discretizes a
specified region of material.

2.7 Interfering collisions: a model problem with two
particles

As we set out to discuss a detailed three-dimensional parti-
cle dynamics simulation framework, a simple model prob-
lem with two particles can be presented as a motivating
example for quantifying the energetics of repeated collisions
in particle streams. In a related study, Muller and Poschel
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Fig. 3 Successive sequence of events during the collision of the model problem of two-particles approaching with a target surface (color figure
online)

[34] have presented a calculation for repeated collisions of
two spheres. Their discussions examined the instantaneous
collision assumption central to choosing event-driven sim-
ulation models over force-based. However, for the present
work, it is of interest to quantify the variations in energy
loss, and imparted energy on the surface, with repeated colli-
sions. For this purpose, we consider two particles approach-
ing a target surface, and analyze the sequence of events
as demonstrated in Fig. 3. The respective particle veloc-
ities can be calculated based on the particle–particle and
particle–wall restitution coefficients as shown in the figure.
The total energy loss in the event the particle collision inter-
actions were not considered could now be easily quanti-
fied as ΔE0 = 1

2 (m1 + m2)(1 − e2
s )v

2
0, with es being the

particle–surface contact restitution coefficient. This is assum-
ing that each particle collides with the surface only once and
rebounds. The same energy difference, if quantified for the
case with all the interactions included, will be as follows:

ΔE∗ = 1

2
(m1 + m2)v

2
0

− m1

2
e2

s

[
epm2(v0 + esv0)− m1esv0 + m2v0

m1 + m2

]2

− m2

2

[−epm1(esv0 + v0)+ m2V0 − m1esv0

m1 + m2

]2

(34)

where ep denotes the particle–particle contact restitution
coefficient. In the special case of equal masses, ΔE∗ can
be compared to the value ΔE0 as follows:

ΔE0 −ΔE∗ = mV 2
0

8

[
e2

s (1− es + ep + esep)
2
]

+ mV 2
0

8

[
(1− es − ep − esep)

2
]
− mV 2

0 e2
s

(35)

Furthermore, if it is assumed that only first-order colli-
sions are considered for quantifying the interactions, then
the second collision of particle 1 with the surface will be
rejected from the analysis, and referring to the energy dif-
ference as ΔE , we get the following (for particles of equal
masses m):

ΔE0 −ΔE = mV 2
0

[
1

4

[
(1− es)

2 + e2
p(1+ es)

2
]
− e2

s

]

(36)

A comparison between these two cases can be now con-
structed by defining a non-dimensional ratio of the extent of
initial energy of the particles that is lost during the entire
event, for the case with all collisions included (α∗), and the
case with only first-order collisions included (α) as follows:

α∗ = ΔE0 −ΔE∗

E0
, α = ΔE0 −ΔE

E0
(37)

These ratios have been compared for varying particle–
particle, and particle–surface restitution coefficients in Fig. 4,
with the figure on the left being that for the special case when
both the restitution coefficients have equal magnitudes. The
figure indicates that the effect of the additional collision on
the energy loss to the surface can be significant dependent
on how inelastic the contact interactions end up being. This
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Dynamics and interference effects of an erosive granular jet 239

Fig. 4 A comparison of the proportion of energy losses α∗ (with all collisions accounted for, and shown in blue), and α (with only first-order
collision effects, and shown in red). The special case of equal es and ep values has been presented on the right (color figure online)

motivates the idea that for a significant number of repeated
collisions, the energetics of a jet of multiple particles can
deviate markedly from that of a jet where only first-order
collision effects are taken into account. Of course, the total
energy available to the surface is due to only one particle
surface impact if first-order collisions are taken into account,
while in reality there are two particle–surface impacts—
which is another aspect of importance in many erosive wear
applications. This idea of energy losses due to interacting jets
will be re-visited at a later section to investigate the interfer-
ence effects in a stream of multiple particles.

3 Simulation of system dynamics

A typical system configuration for the numerical simulations
have been presented in Fig. 5, where the grid for stress-
calculation has been explicitly demarcated. The layer width
W was chosen to be wide enough so that edge effects in esti-
mating sub-surface stresses can be neglected. Refer to Fig. 2
for an illustration of handling each individual particle impacts
to calculate the stresses. The overall simulation framework
can be illustrated starting from a consistent representation
of the dynamics of individual particles. Elaborating further
on this, consider the system to be made up of Np particles,
where for each individual particle indexed by i , we can write:

mi
dvi

dt
=

Ns∑
j=1

check contact︷ ︸︸ ︷
I(Pi ,S j )

[
Fi js,contact

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
particle–surface

+
Np∑

j =i, j=1

check contact︷ ︸︸ ︷
I(Pi ,P j )

[
Fi j,contact

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
particle–particle

(38)

Fig. 5 The typical system configuration for the erosive jet impact that
will be considered for the simulation framework and the analysis (color
figure online)

dxi

dt
= vi (39)

where Pi indicates the i-th particle, and S j represents the
j-th surface in the computation domain comprising Ns sur-
faces. The equation has been kept general so that multiple
surfaces can be incorporated in the simulation. For the cur-
rent work, it will be assumed that the contribution of the rota-
tional motion of the individual particles to the overall system
dynamics is not significant. This is a reasonable assumption
for small particles moving at significantly high translational
velocities, whence for any angular motion to have significant
impact we should have O(‖ ωi ‖) ≈‖ vi ‖ /Ri , which neces-
sitates very high angular velocities. The function I(·, ·) is an
indicator function that represents contact check between a
pair of particles, or a particle and a surface. For a pair of par-
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ticles, this indicator function can be mathematically defined
as:

δn,i j = ‖ri − r j‖ −
(
Ri + R j

)

I(Pi ,P j ) =
{

1 if δn,i j ≤ 0 (contact)

0 if δn,i j > 0 (no contact)
(40)

For a particle–surface contact check, the form of the
indicator function remains the same. The only variation is
in the evaluation of the contact overlap δn,i j . For interac-
tions between a spherical particle and a plane surface—
which is the application we are interested in here—this can
be estimated by considering the plane S j to be defined as
a j x + b j y + c j z + d j = 0 in three-dimensional Euclid-
ean space, and writing the overlap using the total dis-
tance of the center of the sphere from this plane as fol-
lows:

δn,i j = ‖a j xi + b j yi + c j zi + d j‖√
a2

j + b2
j + c2

j

− Ri

I(Pi ,S j ) =
{

1 if δn,i j ≤ 0 (contact)

0 if δn,i j > 0 (no contact)
(41)

Assuming a system of Np particles, it is evident that a
naive implementation of the evaluation of the pairwise con-
tact check I(Pi ,P j ) will lead to prohibitively high com-
putational costs, scaling asymptotically with the number of

particles as O
(

N 2
p

)
. To deal with this efficiently, it is noted

that contact interactions (and other similar short-range inter-
actions) for any particle will be restricted mainly within other
neighboring particles in close vicinity. Therefore ideas based
on partitioning of particles in the domain, and maintaining a
list of close neighbors for each particles can be used to reduce
the number of pairwise contact checks, making the compu-
tations more efficient. For the current work, a variant of the
‘Cell-List’ method (also otherwise referred to as the ‘Linked-
Cell List’ method or simply ‘Binning’ method) is used to
create the neighbor list, and the interested reader is referred
to Poschel and Schwager [42], Frenkel and Smit [18], and
Mattson and Rice [30] for further details. For the simula-
tions, an overall computation domain that is large enough
to resolve all the interesting dynamics is binned and tracked
throughout the time-steps. Any particle that goes outside of
this computation domain is taken out of the time-step calcu-
lations.

The time-integration of the motion equations presented
in Eqs. (38) and (39) have been performed using the one-
step φ-type method, with the discretized form of the motion
equations derived to be as follows:

vN+1
i − vN

i =
Δt

2mi

[
φFN+1

i + (1− φ)FN
i

]
(42)

FN
i =

Ns∑
j=1

I(Pi ,S j )
[
Fi js,contact

]N

+
Np∑

j =i, j=1

I(Pi ,P j )
[
Fi j,contact

]N (43)

xN+1
i − xN

i =
Δt

2

[
φvN+1

i + (1− φ)vN
i

]
(44)

where the superscript N indicates indices of time-steps,
φ ∈ [0, 1], and for φ > 0 the scheme is implicit, requiring
an iterative solution of Eqs. (42) and (44). The discretiza-
tion of the motion equations could also be performed using
other well-known numerical schemes for solutions of ordi-
nary differential equations. However, for the current work,
the φ-type method was chosen for it’s simplicity and ease
of implementation. The overall iterative error measure that
is used for termination criteria for the time-step iterations is
defined as follows:

eiter =
∑

i

‖vN+1,K+1
i −vN+1,K

i ‖+‖xN+1,K+1
i −xN+1,K

i ‖
‖vN+1,K+1

i −vN+1,0
i ‖+‖xN+1,K+1

i −xN+1,0
i ‖

(45)

As a further implementation detail, it must be noted that
owing to the initial assumption that the time-step sizes chosen
must be larger than the collision duration, it is expected that
within a single time-step, upon completion of momentum
transfer due to collision, the relative-velocity of approach
along the normal direction will either be reversed or be zero.
Hence it is advisable to make the contact forces non-zero only
when the relative normal-velocities of impact are negative
(vc,n(t) < 0).

Since this is a system of initial value problems, an ini-
tial configuration of particles needs to be specified for the
differential equations to be solved. For the system in con-
cern, it requires specifying a set of particles with their initial
positions and velocities. This configuration can be generated
using a Random Sequential Addition (RSA) method as pro-
posed by Widom [53], and later improved upon by Torquato
et al. [47]. The basic operation of the algorithm has been illus-
trated using a flowchart as in Fig. 6 (on the right). Although
other forms of algorithms based on a collide-and-grow type
phenomenology also exist (see for example Lubachevsky
and Stillinger [29]) for generating particle configurations of
higher number densities since our interest is in analyzing
loosely flowing particulate streams, for the current applica-
tion an RSA algorithm was sufficient. The overall algorithmic
implementation of the simulation of system dynamics has
been illustrated in Algorithm 1. A sample particle ensemble
for 10,000 particles in a cuboidal region of dimensions 2.5
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define domaindefine domain

choose random 
location in domain
choose random 

location in domain

place a sphereplace a sphere

domain = domain - spheredomain = domain - sphere

reached target
density/number
of spheres?

reached target
density/number
of spheres?

stopstop

no

sphere 
overlaps with
any existing 

spheres?

sphere 
overlaps with
any existing 

spheres?

acceptaccept

rejectreject

no

yes

yes

Fig. 6 A representation of a typical mono-disperse particle ensemble created by using a random sequential addition algorithm (left), and the
corresponding pesudocode representation of the algorithm used to generate such ensembles (right)

by 0.2 by 0.2 length units obtained using such an algorithm
has been presented in Fig. 6. It is remarked here that a more
elaborate arrangement of initializing a configuration of par-
ticles can be also implemented to account for, amongst other
aspects, the angle of divergence for a diverging stream of
particles, as presented in Ciampini et al. [14].

Remark As a further implementation detail, from the
pseudocode in Algorithm 1, it is evident that for a large
number of particles, and for a very fine mesh, the stress cal-
culation loop can become computationally intensive. How-
ever, it is a set of decoupled calculations for each individual
grid-point and for each impacting particle. Thus, using linear
superposition of stresses, this entire loop can be computed
in parallel—with collections of grid points being distributed
amongst various processes for stress calculations owing to
multiple particle impact at each time-step. The implemen-
tation of this, for the present framework, was done using
shared memory parallelism via Open-MP in Fortran. This
parallel implementation can be used to perform calculations
over much finer meshes.

4 Numerical examples and analysis

4.1 Stream dynamics and damage accumulation

The values of the various simulation parameters and their
ranges that have been used in all the simulation examples pre-
sented in this work have been tabulated in Table 1. Wherever

Algorithm 1 A pseudocode to illustrate the implementa-
tion of time-stepping with staggered, iterative updates for
integrating particle equations using the one-step trapezoidal
scheme as performed in the developed simulation framework.

evaluate all particle particle contacts
evaluate all particle surface contacts
for i = 1, Np do

FN
i ← sum of all forces

vN
i ← store current velocity

xN
i ← store current position

set initial guess for velocity→ vN+1,0
i

set initial guess for position→ xN+1,0
i

update dynamic variables vi , xi
end for
while (error ≥ error tolerance) do

evaluate all particle particle contacts
evaluate all particle surface contacts
for i = 1, Np do

FN+1,K
i ← sum of all forces

vN+1,K+1
i = vN

i + Δt
2mi

[
FN+1,K

i + FN
i

]

xN+1,K+1
i = xN

i + Δt
2

[
vN+1,K+1

i + vN
i

]
update dynamic variables vi , xi

end for

error =∑
i
‖vN+1,K+1

i −vN+1,K
i ‖+‖xN+1,K+1

i −xN+1,K
i ‖

‖vN+1,K+1
i −vN+1,0

i ‖+‖xN+1,K+1
i −xN+1,0

i ‖
end while
for i = 1, Np do

if (particle i contacts surface) then
for p = 1, num-grid-points do

σ ← calculate stresses due to contact-force on the surface
σp = σp + σ

end for
end if

end for
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Table 1 Table for the values and ranges for various simulation para-
meters used for the numerical analysis presented in this work. Stream
impingement angle of 0.0 corresponds to stream directed normally to
the surface

Parameters Values/ranges

Jet dimensions 2.5 m× 0.2 m× 0.2 m

Particle radius 0.01 m

Particle density 8500.00 kg m3

Bulk modulus of material 100.0 GPa

Target to stream distance 0.1–0.4 m

Velocity of stream 80.0 m/s

Porosity of material 0.0–0.5

Number of particles 500–10,000

Stream impingement angle 0.0◦–75.0◦

Restitution coefficients 0.0–1.0

Friction coefficients 0.0–0.5

necessary, in the figures for the simulation results, specific
parameter choices have been highlighted. In order to demon-
strate the overall dynamics of the particulate jet as it impacts
a surface, successive snapshots of a particulate stream with
10,000 mono-disperse (that is, all particles having the same
radius) particles impacting a surface have been presented in
Fig. 7. The particular value for particle number-density was
chosen so as to demonstrate the dynamics of a relatively
high mass flux/density of eroding jets. It is evident from the
stream dynamics that the inherent randomness in the config-
uration of the particles in the stream allows for oblique, non-
normal impacts between particles in the stream—originating
mainly from the collisions between the particles from the
incoming stream, and the particles rebounding from the sur-
face and re-entering the stream. This causes a spread pattern
in the particulate stream as is visible in the snap-shots in
Fig. 7. The patterns observed are similar in nature to the
ones reported experimentally in the work by Cheng et al.
[12], for dense, dry, granular jets impacting a circular tar-
get. It is noted here however that their experiments involved
dense particle jets compacted by repeated tapping, while the
ones used in the simulations here are of lower particle vol-
ume number density. The corresponding accumulated values
of damage within the continuum of the material, as calcu-
lated using the model in Sect. 2.5 have also been visualized
using successive snapshots during the simulation time pre-
sented in Fig. 8. The propagating contours indicating points
where damage equivalent stress thresholds are violated, are
symmetric as is expected—with some fluctuations appear-
ing from the discrete nature of the particle–surface impacts.
It is expected that as the particle number density reduces,
there will be reduction in the number interfering collisions,
thereby not leading to the formation of a spread pattern like
the one shown in Fig. 7. To illustrate this idea, snap-shots

of the stream dynamic after identical durations of simulation
time for three varying number densities have been presented
in Fig. 9. At a lower number density the dynamic particle
configuration looks comparable to the ones obtained from
computer simulations performed by Ciampini et al. [14].

As the energy imparted onto the target surface is translated
into stresses within the material continuum, the microstruc-
ture of the material layer will affect the stress levels signifi-
cantly. For the current work the information on porosity has
been incorporated using an effective property based model.
The inclusion of the pores weakens the material, and there-
fore it is expected that stress levels will be higher for more
porous materials. To illustrate the effect of porosity in the
context of erosive particulate stream impacting a surface, the
upper bounds for the material properties were chosen, and a
variation of the obtained bulk modulus,shear modulus, and
Poisson’s ratio for varying porosity levels has been presented
in Fig. 10 on the left. The effect of porosity on damage equiv-
alent stress magnitudes has been illustrated by tracking the
the damage equivalent stress levels at a point very close to
the centerline located across the depth of the material layer,
for varying porosity levels. The obtained stress levels have
been presented in Fig. 10 on the right. At various locations,
while the stress magnitudes will vary depending on proxim-
ity to jet centerline, the relative trend with varying porosity
was found to be the same.

The angle of impingement of the jet is another important
parameter that affects the jet dynamics. In Fig. 11 snapshots
of the 10,000-particle jet at identical instants during the sim-
ulation have been presented for varying impingement angles.
It can be seen that at the region proximal to the surface (that
is, for this example, the lower half of the surface) the jet
impacts first, causing reflected particles to be pushed into
the oncoming stream and thereby causing more collisions in
that region. At the distal region (that is, for this example,
the upper half of the surface) the particles experience lesser
interfering collisions, thereby losing less energy. The extent
of the collision zone, and the loads experienced by the surface
both therefore become asymmetric, showing a predilection
towards the angle of the stream—a fact that is ably supported
by a comparison of the damage patterns obtained for a normal
and angular (30◦ and 60◦) jets for the same particle number
density as presented in Fig. 12. The patterns of the distrib-
ution of the damage equivalent stress and evaluated damage
correlates well with the observations presented by Oka et
al. [39] based on sand blasting experiments on Aluminium
surfaces. An exact determination of the eroded area geom-
etry, however, is dependent on the mechanism of wear, and
such a quantitative comparison would require much detailed
modeling effort in terms of damage evaluation as compared
to the simplified approach presented here. It is noted that in
all the examples presented here, repeated collisions between
particles, and between particle and surface are accounted for.
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Fig. 7 Snapshots of the dynamics of a stream of 10,000 particles impacting a surface, with restitution coefficient 0.8, and friction coefficient being
0.5. The particles are colored by their total energy content (color figure online)
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Fig. 8 Snapshots of the evolving contours of surface and sub-surface damage for the impacting jet illustrated in Fig. 7 (color figure online)
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Fig. 9 Typical particle stream trajectories after identical number of simulation time-steps for a jet containing 500 particles (left) and that containing
10,000 particles (right) (color figure online)
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Fig. 10 Sample simulation results illustrating the effect of poros-
ity. The overall material property dependence on porosity as mod-
eled in this work has been shown on the left, while the compared

maximum damage equivalent stress levels at the centerline, across
the depth of the material have been shown on the right (color figure
online)

4.2 Energetics and interference effects

The specific issue of investigating the interference effects
using the framework presented here will now be explored.
It is noted that the loads on the surface and the sub-surface
stress levels are directly correlated to the energy of parti-
cles impacting with the surface. Higher magnitudes of this
available energy to the surface leads to greater impact veloc-
ities, thereby causing higher impact forces [see Eq. (19)]
and larger stresses. A comparison of the time-history of the
total energy with which particles impact the surface at all the
instances during the entire simulation duration for a partic-
ulate jet containing 10,000 particles has been presented for
varying restitution coefficient values in Fig. 13. For this par-
ticular comparison the friction coefficient was assumed to be
zero—so that all the energy losses are only due to inelas-
tic effects during the collision. It is observed that for more
elastic collisions (that is, higher values of restitution), the
energy available to the surface is substantially less as com-
pared to highly inelastic collisions. This can be explained

by the effective shielding of the oncoming particles by the
rebounding particles, owing to which lesser proportion of
the oncoming particles are able to carry their energy up to
the surface for more elastic collisions. As the collisions get
more inelastic, the velocities with which oncoming particles
are ricocheting away are lesser. These slow moving particles
reside in the vicinity of the surface for longer durations and
lead to multiple repeated collisions, causing more proportion
of the particles’ energy to reach the surface. These multiple
collisions can be resolved using the simulation framework,
which leads to the trends presented in the Fig. 13. Similar
conjecture regarding the increased energy transfer at more
inelastic collisions have been presented in Gomes-Ferreira
et al. [19], where the estimation of fluxes using curve-fitting
of obtained simulation data was noted to be inadequate to
capture high degrees of interference for highly inelastic col-
lisions. The tail end of the time-history plots for each case in
Fig. 13 indicates the stage where all particles in the jet have
started moving away from the surface, thereby imparting no
more energy to the surface. The corresponding simulations
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Fig. 11 Snapshots of the lateral view of the spread pattern for a stream
containing 10,000 particles impacting a surface oriented at varying
angles with respect to the jet impingement direction. All snapshots were

taken after identical number of simulation time-steps. The jet impact
angles are 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, 30◦, 40◦, and 50◦ respectively (from top to
bottom and left to right) (color figure online)

were re-performed with non-zero friction and the results have
been summarized in Fig. 14. The trends with regards to resti-
tution coefficient, and the variation with simulation time are
identical as for the frictionless case. The proportion of the
energy carried to the surface is reduced however, owing to
frictional losses at each collision.

During the course of the simulation the impacting stream
dynamics almost attains a quasi-steady state as can be
observed from Figs. 13 and 14. Considering the average mag-
nitude of the energy available to the surface during this quasi-
steady regime, the overall trend of the variation of the propor-
tion of initial stream energy E0 that is available to the surface
can be quantified with respect to changes in inelasticity and
frictional losses during the collisions. For the representative
high particle density stream, these trends have been illus-
trated in Fig. 15. A mild reduction in the available energy is
observed in the higher regimes of restitution owing to more

elastic collisions between particles causing a greater propor-
tion of the particles to be pushed away from the surface with
higher velocities. The energy levels rise significantly there-
after as the collisions get more inelastic.

In order to now present a simple energy-based parame-
ter to capture the trends of interfering collisions, the model
problem presented in Sect. 2.6 is referred to. Proceeding
similarly as in the two-particle case, let us consider that
the system of particles was initiated with a constant initial
velocity v0, and undergoes no interference between oncom-
ing particle stream and reflected particles from the surface.
In this case, a set of Np particles (identical, with mass m)
would have arrived at the surface with an energy magnitude
E0 = 1

2 Npmv2
0. In the absence of any external forces, the

velocities get reduced according to the restitution coefficient,
and the particles would rebound with an energy magnitude
E f = 1

2 Npme2v2
0. For the overall stream then, the energy
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Fig. 12 A comparison of the final damage patterns obtained owing to
streams impacting normal to the surface, and angled at 30◦ to the surface
normal. The column on the right represent eroded sample images from

Oka et al. [39] (figures rotated by 90◦ counterclockwise as compared
to the simulation results on the left) (color figure online)
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Fig. 13 A comparison of the time-histories of the proportion of total
initial particle energy that is available to the surface during the impact
of the particle jet for varying restitution coefficient values and for fric-
tionless contacts. The x-axis in each sub-plot denotes the total number
of simulation time-steps (color figure online)

Fig. 14 A comparison of the time-histories of the proportion of total
initial particle energy that is available to the surface during the impact
of the particle jet for varying restitution coefficient values and for fric-
tion coefficient value of 0.4. A general trend of reduced proportion of
available energy is observed. The x-axis in each sub-plot denotes the
total number of simulation time-steps (color figure online)

difference after all the particles have impacted, given that
there is no interference, can be written as:

ΔE0 = 1

2
Npmv2

0−
1

2
Npme2v2

0=
1

2
Npm(1− e2)v2

0 (46)

Now, interfering collisions between oncoming particles
and particles reflected from the surface will lead to the par-
ticle velocities being modified, and the energy that the par-
ticles carry to the surface as they impact Esurf and the total
change in energyΔE will not be the same as mentioned above
(recall the two-particle example in Sect. 2.6). Specifically,
the inelasticity in the collisions (parametrically represented

Fig. 15 The combined effect of contact inelasticity (parametrized by
restitution coefficient), and frictional effects on the average amount of
energy available to the surface during the impact of the jet (color figure
online)

through the restitution coefficients), the frictional losses dur-
ing the collisions, and the fact that the particle surface col-
lisions are no longer going to be head-on, will contribute
to this difference in energy loss. Following the example in
Sect. 2.6, it seems reasonable to define the following over-
all system variable to capture the parametric variation of the
interference effects:

αinter f = ΔE0 −ΔEsim

E0

= E f,sim(Np, e, μ, θ, v0)− 1
2 Npme2v2

0
1
2 Npmv2

0

(47)

In case of no inter-particle interactions, αinter f = 0 since
the energy losses will only be due to particles colliding with
the surface. Negative values of αinter f corresponds to cases
where reflected particles shield and push oncoming particles
away with higher velocities. Positive values of αinter f corre-
late with the scenario where slow moving particles, trapped
in the proximity of the surface undergo repeated collisions
and energy exchange with both the oncoming stream, and
the surface. The parametric dependence has been explicitly
written out, with E f,sim being the final energy of the system
of Np particles after the simulation over a certain duration
is completed. The obtained values of αinter f from simula-
tions involving the 10,000-particle jet have been compiled
and presented for varying values of friction and restitution in
Fig. 16.

The analysis presented thus far is based on a normally
impacting stream. The effect of the stream angle on the vari-
ation of available energy to the surface can be discussed in
a similar manner—that is, considering the average energy
available to the surface during the quasi-steady regime of
the impact dynamics, and comparing its magnitude with the
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Fig. 16 The obtained variation in the energy based interference para-
meter αinter f with respect to restitution coefficient and friction, obtained
from simulation data for impact of the 10,000-particle jet with a surface
at normal incidence (color figure online)

Fig. 17 The variation of the available energy to the surface as the jet
impingement angle varies. All values have been non-dimensionalised
using the corresponding values for a normally impacting jet (color figure
online)

energy available during a normal impact. This ratio of total
impact energy is compared with stream angles for the repre-
sentative 10,000 particle jet in Fig. 17. The figure also com-
pares the variation of the total available energy that is normal
to the surface. In general, the erosion rate is proportional to
the energy of the impacting particles as has been presented
by Finnie [17], Shipway and Hutchings [45], Ramanujam
and Nakamura [43], and also in the analysis presented by
Ciampini et al. [14] and [13]. For initial phases of the erosion,
or for brittle erosive wear, the normal impact loading will be
dominant as has been shown for example by Ramanujam and
Nakamura [43]. For an actual comparison of the reported
trend in Fig. 17, the particular example of erosion of ther-
mal barrier coatings and their dependence on impact angle

as reported by Nicholls et al. [37] was used. Thermal barrier
coating erosion is pre-dominantly brittle in nature, thereby
leading to the normal energy being the dominant factor in ero-
sion process—and the trend reported in Nicholls et al. [37]
for APS and EB-PVD coating wear correlates very well with
the trend reported in Fig. 17. There could be more compli-
cated mechanisms however, wherein the total energy, and its
distribution amongst normal and tangential components will
govern the overall erosive behavior. For a mechanism that
incorporates a combination of normal and tangential ener-
gies, the erosive wear will be maximized therefore at some
intermediate angle of impingement—which is what typical
observations of erosion rate in test facilities indicate. For fur-
ther details on impact angle dependence, the interested reader
is referred to the discussion presented by Oka et al. [40].

In the work presented by Anand et al. [1] (see also Burzyn-
ski and Papini [7]) an exponential dependence of erosion rate
on flux of the eroding particles was presented—the general
form of which is as follows:

log

(
ew

e0

)
= −CeΦ (48)

where ew is the erosive wear due to the jet, e0 is the wear
assuming no interference, Φ is the flux, and Ce is a para-
meter that includes the effect of particle size, initial veloci-
ties and other jet parameters. Their expression was derived
using assumptions of uniform distribution of velocities and
particle locations, which is also true for the numerical exam-
ples presented herein. They further assumed that incident
particles colliding with rebounding particles once are there-
after removed from the stream. If it is assumed, as men-
tioned earlier, that the erosive wear is proportional to the
energy available to the surface, then the exponential varia-
tion should also be true for the variation of this energy—
that is, Esurf = exp (−CeΦ). The available energy for vary-
ing particle densities (which in turn denotes varying fluxes),
has been compared without any assumption on collisions
between incident and rebounding particles, and the obtained
trend is compared and fitted with an exponential curve. The
results for this analysis for an intermediate collision restitu-
tion coefficient value of 0.8 have been presented in Fig. 18.
The overall behavior for a broad range of particle numbers
is exponential—as is predicted also by Anand et al. This
confirms consistency of the simulation calculations. Further-
more, it predicts that the behavior at low particle number
densities is more consistently explained using an exponential
curve, while behavior at high number densities starts devi-
ating from exponential. This is because at these high parti-
cle numbers, the repeated collisions between oncoming and
rebounding particles become very significant—thereby caus-
ing the latter assumption in the model presented in Eq. (48)
to be insufficient for this regime. Since the original set-up for
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Fig. 18 Comparison of the variation of the proportion of total initial
particle energy available to the surface with variation in number of
particles. Since the particles are all assumed to be of the same radii
(that is, mono-disperse), this corresponds to the total varying eroding
particle flux during the fixed duration of the simulation time (color
figure online)

the model was for normal impacts, only the normal impact
simulation data have been compared here.

5 Concluding remarks

A numerical model based on fully three-dimensional
neighbor-list collision driven discrete element method for
analysis of the dynamics of a granular jet impacting a sur-
face was presented. The particle energies were translated into
sub-surface stresses in the material using a simple particle–
continuum interaction based on semi-analytical solutions of
stresses due to point loads on an elastic half-space. The sim-
ulation was constructed so as to specifically track the infor-
mation on energy transfer due to repeated inter-particle and
particle–surface collision. The framework therefore is gen-
eral purpose and allows for (1) detailed resolution of interfer-
ence due to collisions, (2) visualization of sub-surface stress
distribution and damage evolution dynamically simultane-
ously with the jet impact, and (3) retains all the major system
parameters which have been reported in previous studies to
be of significant importance.

Detailed numerical examples were presented to demon-
strate the efficacy of the simulations in predicting typical
particle stream trajectory, typical stress levels and damage
patterns for the material. The simulations were also used for
obtaining detailed insights into the mechanics of the inter-
fering collisions and their effect on the energy carried by the
particle unto the surface. A few particular remarks to summa-
rize some of the specific aspects can be outlined as follows:

– The interfering collisions and the inherent randomness in
the spatial configuration of the particles in the incoming

jet lead to a randomness in impact velocities and angles
for the particles striking the surface. For highly inelastic
collisions, the particles rebound with slow velocities and
can remain in the proximity of the surface for longer dura-
tions, thereby causing more frequent collisions with the
incoming stream and lead to higher available energy to
the surface. Higher particle number densities also cause
higher extents of repeated collisions, and the variations
in the energy carried up to the surface for these deviate
from the exponential trend observed in existing literature.
Therefore, for high values of particle number densities, the
assumption of considering first-order collisions only may
not be sufficient to capture the dynamics of the impacting
jet.

– Wherever appropriate, the results and the trends obtained
from the numerical simulations were compared with avail-
able data in the literature. Through repeated numerical
experimentation, the reported trends were found to be
generic and robust.

– For comparison with available experimental studies on
erosive wear, the jet dimensions, jet velocity, particle size,
and properties were chosen so as to attain an eroding par-
ticle mass flux which is within the range of what these
experimental studies employ. The eroding particle flux
scales linearly with number of particles, cubically with
particle size, and inverse cubically with jet dimensions.
These factors, led to a choice of number of particles that
are lower than what is considered in experimental studies
on dense granular jets. We remark here that the objective
of this paper was not to address flows of granular jets of
high number densities, and also the bigger particle sizes
used did not alter the observations on stress and damage
patterns on the material surface (as evident in Fig. 12).
Furthermore, as far as the capabilities of the framework
are concerned, the number of particles is not a limitation,
and the framework can be used for higher number of par-
ticles, or denser granular jets.

– In all the example simulations presented, the restitution
and friction coefficients for inter-particle and particle–
surface collisions were assumed to be equal. This was
done just for convenience of presenting the relevant infor-
mation for discussing details about the mechanics of the
interference and its role in erosive wear. This was not
owing to any limitation of the framework—these sets of
parameters can, if required, be assigned different values
and the corresponding system behavior can be obtained.

– Since a general purpose parametric test on system behav-
ior to obtain a correlative equation for predicting erosive
wear was not the objective of the current study, there are a
few parameters whose variations have not been considered
explicitly in the examples provided. These include the
stream-target stand-off distance, the input stream veloc-
ity, and the particle radius values. A more general pur-
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pose system parametric analysis (like the one presented
by Ciampini et al. [13] for erosive granular jets, or by
Waitukaitis et al. [51] for cohesive, free-falling, particu-
late streams) could be easily undertaken now—given the
simulation framework. Furthermore, information about
the surface material micro-structure could be added to
the overall set of system parameters whose influence on
total erosive damage can be tested.

The ability to handle the interfering, repeated collisional
interactions between particles, using the momentum-balance
formulation for handling contacts allows us to resolve the
complex interactions within the jet, close to the target sur-
face. Recent studies on granular jets—for example by Huang
et al. [25] and Muller et al. [32]—discuss the role of the colli-
sional interactions in the context of formulating a continuum
flow description for such jets. Exploring the utility of the
collision driven particle dynamics framework devised here
in providing further insights into such aspects of granular
flow physics is an area of continuing and future research for
the authors.
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Appendix: Stresses due to point loadings

For completeness of presentation, we outline here the expres-
sions for the stresses due to point normal and point tangential
loading which have been employed for the sub-surface stress
calculations for the particle jet impacting the porous material
layer. In the following, it is assumed that the loading acts on
a surface located along the x–y plane—at z = 0. The point
where the load is applied is assumed to be the origin. For
any other loading point, simple coordinate transformations
need to be employed. Assuming that a normal loading of
magnitude FN is applied along the z direction, the stresses
on the surface, and sub-surface is given in cylindrical polar
coordinates as follows:

σrr = FN

2π

[
(1− 2ν)

(
1

r2 −
z

ρr2

)
− 3zr2

ρ5

]
(49)

σθθ = − FN

2π
(1− 2ν)

[
1

r2 −
z

ρr2 −
z

ρ3

]
(50)

σzz = −3FN

2π

z3

ρ5
(51)

σr z = −3FN

2π

r z2

ρ5
, σθ z = σθr = 0 (52)

where z ≥ 0, r2 = x2 + y2, and ρ2 = x2 + y2 + z2. The
expressions are radially symmetric for a single point load-
ing along the loading axis. Corresponding expressions for
stresses due to a tangential loading of magnitude FX applied
along the positive x direction can be written as follows:

σxx = FX

2π

[
−3x3

ρ5
+ (1− 2ν)

{
x

ρ3 −
3x

ρ(ρ + z)2

+ x3

ρ3(ρ + z)2 +
2x3

ρ2(ρ + z)3

}]
(53)

σyy = FX

2π

[
−3xy2

ρ5
+ (1− 2ν)

{
x

ρ3 −
x

ρ(ρ + z)2

+ xy2

ρ3(ρ + z)2 +
2xy2

ρ2(ρ + z)3

}]
(54)

σxy = FX

2π

[
−3x2 y

ρ5
+ (1− 2ν)

{
− y

ρ(ρ + z)2

+ x2 y

ρ3(ρ + z)2 +
2x2 y

ρ2(ρ + z)3

}]
(55)

σzz = FX

2π

[
−3xz2

ρ5

]
(56)

σyz = FX

2π

[
−3xyz

ρ5

]
(57)

σzx = FX

2π

[
−3x2z

ρ5

]
(58)

The expressions for point loading along y direction can
be obtained from the above by simply interchanging x and
y.
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